AMERICAN RESISTANCE PARTY
RE: Burning the American Flag

12/02/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

American Resistance Party statement on BURNING THE AMERICAN FLAG.

The Constitution of the United States Preamble: "We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, ..."

Article I - Section 8 - Clause 15: "To provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions; ..."

Define Insurrections:
in·sur·rec·tionˌ insəˈrekSHən/ noun (plural noun: insurrections)

1) a violent uprising against an authority or government.(i.e. "the insurrection was savagely put down")
2) an act or instance of rising in revolt, rebellion, or resistance against civil authority or an established government.

synonyms: rebellion, revolt, uprising, mutiny, revolution, insurgence, riot, sedition, subversion; civil disorder, unrest, anarchy; coup (d'état) (i.e. "the suspects all escaped after a prison insurrection")

"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances."

Burning the American flag is clearly an act of insurrection. Most Americans view the person(s) who burn a flag as someone that is "an enemy" to the Constitution (and the United States. Punishment for “insurrection” (aka treason) can be varied. Do you still want to burn the flag? Burning our American Flag does NOT insure Domestic Tranquility and therefore is UNCONSTITUTIONAL! There are more peaceful ways to change our laws.
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